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VERGE is Southern Aluminum’s latest innovation. Dynamically designed for both indoor and outdoor use, VERGE is 
a collection of event and picnic style tables. This new collection will effectively outfit outdoor dining, venue spaces, 

or recreational areas with modern appeal. VERGE is constructed from high-grade aluminum making it stronger 
and longer lasting for all-weather purposes. Available in durable UV protected powder coat finishes and optional 

sublimated surfaces, VERGE is poised to elevate the style and design of any setting.

A NEW LINE OF INDOOR & OUTDOOR LINENLESS TABLES

A  DYNAMIC  COLLECT ION

PICNIC  TABLE BENCHEVENT  TABLE

EVENT  TABLE  W/
BENCHES

MADE IN THE USA

OUTDOOR READY
From seaside and beachside settings to 

rugged terrain, VERGE is designed to withstand 
the elements of outdoor everything. Choose 
between a UV protected powder coat finish, 
or the option of a sublimated top and bench 
with a faux wood design, VERGE is stylistic 

yet durable and poised to complement many 
different venues and spaces.

Decoral Systems USA® powers the stylistic design 
of faux wood finishes on VERGE through aluminum 

sublimation technology. Rigorously tested for 
all weather conditions, these finishes are low 

maintenance, do not splinter, and are eco-friendly.

DYNAMIC ACTIVATION
VERGE event table is designed to be 

purpose-driven for any occasion. Style with 
benches for dining and celebrations or use it 
as a standalone buffet table, indoors or out.

MODERN STYLE WITH
DECORAL SYSTEMS® 

Discover more, by visiting us at www.southernaluminum.com

PICNIC  TABLE



TABLE FINISHES

SPECIFICATIONS

Discover more, by visiting us at www.southernaluminum.com

POWDER COAT FINISHES SUBLIMATED FINISHES

VERGE EVENT TABLE

VERGE BENCH

VERGE PICNIC TABLE

Ironwood

Raven
Wood

Natural TeakFern

Dune

Carob

Pebble

* Printed colors may vary from the actual product. To confirm/ ensure your design needs, call  800.221.0408  for color samples.

 Avai lable Sizes

 Avai lable Sizes

 Avai lable Sizes

30” x 72”
30” x 96”

30” x 72”
30” x 96”

6ft
8ft

Model #

Model  #

Model  #

VP3672
VP3696

VD3672T30
VD3696T30

VB1272
VB1296

Weight

Weight

Weight

220 lbs
266 lbs

137 lbs
170 lbs

57 lbs
70 lbs


